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AGENDA AND MARKETS OVERVIEW
Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell stated that they will continue to tighten their monetary policy until
inflation falls, and that they will need to consider acting more aggressively if they do not see clear and convincing
evidence that inflation is falling. Pointing out that the bank increased interest rates by 50 basis points at its last
meeting and they thought that continued interest rate hikes would be appropriate, Powell noted that the idea of 
increasing interest rates by 50 basis points in the next two meetings also found broad support in the Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC).
Fed St. Louis President James Bullard noted that despite the risks from Europe and China, the Fed has a good
plan to cool down inflation. Bullard pointed out that fluctuations and disruptions may be seen in the markets during
the process of getting the economy back on track.
Minneapolis Fed Chairman Neel Kashkari said the Fed will need to raise interest rates until the bottleneck in supply
is overcome. Kashkari, who promised that the Fed will do whatever is necessary to bring the US economy back into
balance, stated that the interest rate will rise to at least a neutral level by the end of the year.
Chicago Fed President Charles Evans said he supports the Fed to go with smaller rate hikes until July or
September. Evans argued that moving forward with smaller rate hikes will give the Fed time to assess the state of
inflation and the labor market as rates move to neutral and possibly beyond.
Ukrainian Presidential Office Advisor Mikhail Podolyak said that the negotiation process between delegations
between his country and Russia has been suspended.
US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen urged America's allies to increase financial support to Ukraine. Yellen noted
that the aid announced so far will not be enough to meet Ukraine's short-term needs.
The US State Department has announced the "Conflict Observatory" program, which it launched to uncover
evidence of war crimes committed by Russia during its attacks in Ukraine.
It was stated that the US has authorized European and US oil companies to restart their operations in Venezuela.
Housing prices in China, where the closure measures were effective, also decreased in April. Thus, the decline in
housing prices in the country entered its 8th month. The fall in April was the steepest drop in the last 5 months.
Apple has delayed the rule that its employees come to the office three days a week due to new increases in Covid19 cases. According to the information obtained, the company postponed the plan, which was expected to be
implemented on May 23, indefinitely and informed its employees about this issue.
Tesla CEO Elon Musk applied to the US capital market control and surveillance agency SEC to eliminate concerns
about the number of users of Twitter, in which he invested and offered to buy all of them.
Japanese Renesas, one of the world's largest chip manufacturers, has decided to modernize and reopen its chip
factory in Japan. While it is foreseen to double the production volume within the scope of modernization, the
factory, which will invest approximately 700 million dollars, will be put into service again in 2024.
Japan's economy contracted by 1 percent on an annualized basis in the first quarter of the year. Economists had
expected the country's economy to contract by 1.8 percent in the first quarter.
Swedish Prime Minister Magdalena Andersson said, "As a NATO member, we want to cooperate with Turkey."
Announcing that they will apply for NATO membership with Finland on Wednesday, Andersson said that Sweden
supports the fight against all forms of terrorism.
Being tried as a defendant in the Rıza Zarrab case, which is ongoing at the Federal Court of the Southern District
of New York, Halkbank applied to the US Constitutional Court to appeal the decision of the Second District Court of
Appeal.
The US 10-year bond yield traded in the range of 2.88%-2.99% yesterday, closing at 2.99%. today the last trading
level is 2.99%.
The dollar index moved in the range of 103.22-104.23 yesterday, closing at 103.29. The last level today is 103.36.
Brent oil was traded in the range of 111.33-115.99 yesterday, closing was 112.73. The last trading price today is
112.98.
Ethereum was traded in the range of 2004-2118 yesterday, closing was 2050. The last trading price today is 2048.

STOCK MARKETS
European stock markets turned up again yesterday after a relatively sideways movement
for a day. DAX closed at 14236 FTSE 100 at 7532, CAC 40 at 6452. In the futures
market, DAX is up 0.28%, FTSE 100 is up 0.17%, Euro Stoxx 50 is up 0.27%.
There was a strong rise yesterday in the USA. Dow Jones closed at 32688, S&P 500 at
4093, and Nasdaq at 12527. In the futures market, Dow Jones is down 0.06%, S&P 500
is down 0.13% and Nasdaq 100 is down 0.32%.
In Asian stock markets, the direction is up. Nikkei 225 is up 0.91% and 26901, Shanghai
is up 0.13% and 3097, Hang Seng is up 0.28% and 20661.

CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET

XAU/USD
Gold's trading range was 1812-1836 yesterday and its closing was 1814. The last trading price
today is 1811. The resistance levels are 1820 and 1830, and the support levels are 1800 and
1785.
RESISTANCE 1 / 1820
SUPPORT 1 / 1800

RESISTANCE 2 / 1830
SUPPORT 2 / 1785

WTI CRUDE OIL
The trading range for WTI crude was 111.21-115.53 yesterday, with the closing at 113.04. The
last trading price today is 113.38. Resistance levels are 114.50 and 116.60, support levels are
111.70 and 109.90.
RESISTANCE 1 / 114.50 RESISTANCE 2 / 116.60
SUPPORT 1 / 111.70 SUPPORT 2 / 109.90

DAX
While the trading range of the index was 13985-14238 yesterday, its closing was 14236. In the
futures market, the index is up 0.28%. Resistance levels are 14210 and 14320, support levels are
14090 and 13920.
RESISTANCE 1 / 14210
SUPPORT 1 / 14090

RESISTANCE 2 / 14320
SUPPORT 2 / 13920

EUR/USD
The trading range of the pair was 1.0428-1.0555 yesterday, and the close was 1.0546. The last
trading price today is 1.0536. Resistance levels are 1.0560 and 1.0600, support levels are 1.0500
and 1.0485.
RESISTANCE 1 / 1.0560
SUPPORT 1 / 1.0500

RESISTANCE 2 / 1.0600
SUPPORT 2 / 1.0485

GBP/USD
The trading range of the pair was 1.2313-1.2498 yesterday, and the close was 1.2490. The last
trading price today is 1.2480. Resistance levels are 1.2485 and 1.2530, support levels are 1.2455
and 1.2400.
RESISTANCE 1 / 1.2485 RESISTANCE 2 / 1.2530
SUPPORT 1 / 1.2455 SUPPORT 2 / 1.2400

USD/TRY
The trading range of the pair yesterday was 15.5444-15.9168, and the close was 15.8970. The
last trading price today is 15.8559. Resistance levels are 16.0000 and 16.2330, support levels
are 15.7780 and 15.6090.
RESISTANCE 1 / 16.0000
SUPPORT 1 / 15.7780

RESISTANCE 2 / 16.2330
SUPPORT 2 / 15.6090

BITCOIN
Bitcoin's trading range was 29401-30730, closing 30064 yesterday. The last trading price today is
30010. The resistance levels are 30000 and 31000, and the support levels are 29300 and 28880.
RESISTANCE 1 / 30000
SUPPORT 1 / 29300

RESISTANCE 2 / 31000
SUPPORT 2 / 28880

• All last market values in the report represent the values at the time the report was
written.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER: The texts, information and graphics in this report and the comments are the first sources
available in good faith and their accuracy, validity and effectiveness, in short, in any form, form and name, without
constituting any guarantee, guarantee, and only information on the basis of any decision. Compiled in order to obtain.
From the comments in these reports; Efor Forex and its employees are not responsible for any damages that may
arise in matters such as missing information and / or updates. Efor Forex can change and / or eliminate such
information and recommendations at any time, in no way and in any way, without the need for prior notice and / or
warning.
This report and comments, prepared for the purpose of providing information in general, comprehensive information,
Since it does not contain any commitment of Efor Forex in any way, the decisions to be taken, the results to be
reached, the transactions to be carried out and any risks that may occur will be their own and will be exclusive to
these persons. For this reason, this report, comments and information on the basis of the decisions to be taken by
private and / or legal persons, the results to be reached, all kinds of material and moral damages, loss of profit, loss
of profit, under whatever name the concerned parties or third parties Efor Forex and its employees will not be liable
for any direct and / or consequential damages and losses, and the concerned parties do not have the right to claim
any compensation from Efor Forex and its employees under any name whatsoever for the damages incurred / to be
incurred. they know and accept. This report, comment and the information contained in the "investment advisory"
service and / or has no activity; people and institutions who want to receive investment consultancy services,
It is obligatory to contact the institutions and organizations authorized to provide the service and to receive this
service in return for a contract. The comments and recommendations contained herein are based on the personal
opinions of those who have made comments and recommendations. Since these opinions are generally arranged
within the scope of general investment consultancy activity and do not contain personal reports, comments and
recommendations, they may not be appropriate for your financial situation and risk and return preferences.
Therefore, making an investment decision based solely on the information contained herein may not produce results
in line with your expectations.

